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We introduce a topological gauge vector potential which influences spin-wave excitations over arbitrary
nonuniform, slowly moving magnetization background. The time component of the gauge potential plays a
principal role in the magnetization dynamics of typical magnetic nanostructures. As an example, we consider
spin modes excited in the vortex-state magnetic dots. The vortex—spin-wave interaction is described as a
consequence of the gauge field arising due to the moving vortex magnetization. The approach yields a giant
frequency splitting of the spin waves having nonzero overlapping with the vortex background mode as well as
a finite vortex mass of dynamical origin.
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In the recent years a lot of attention was paid to influence
of the gauge fields on semiclassical equations of motion of
quantum particles such as electrons in solids.1 It was shown
within the local models of itinerant magnetism2,3 and s-d
exchange interaction4 that a topological gauge field induced
by a nonuniform magnetization acts on electron motion as a
real external magnetic or electric field.5 From the other side,
spin-polarized electric current can essentially contribute to
the equation of motion of magnetization6 transferring angular
momentum. The conception of such gauge field has led to
prediction and explanation of various observable magneto-
electric effects in patterned nanostructures related to spin an-
gular momentum transfer spin-Hall effect, magnetoresis-
tance, spin pumping, domain-wall dynamics, etc., for recent
review see Ref. 1 and references therein.
Precise knowledge of the dynamic processes in patterned
nanomagnetic materials is important due to their applications
in magnetic storage media, magnetic sensors, spintronic de-
vices including microwave nano-oscillators,7 etc. Under-
standing dynamic response of nanomagnets to external mag-
netic field8,9 or spin-polarized current10,11 involves rich
underlying fundamental physics. Among the different pat-
terned magnetic structures considered so far, flat ferromag-
netic particles dots with submicron lateral sizes occupy a
special place due to their unique, nonuniform vortex ground
state.12 Regular arrays of such dots are being considered as a
new high-density nonvolatile recording media13 character-
ized by two Boolean variables: chirality and polarity of mag-
netic vortex core.12 Special interest in the vortex core, small
area where magnetization deviates from the dot plane
10–15 nm in size14, is inspired by the possibility of easy
and fast switching its magnetization direction.15,16 The
vortex-state dots as well as domain walls in magnetic
nanostripes5,11 represent the simplest patterned nanosystems
with topologically nontrivial magnetization distribution.
However, there is still lack of understanding of the spin-
wave dynamics in such strongly nonuniform ground states.
The energy dissipation of moving one-dimensional domain
wall in bulk anisotropic ferromagnet due to interaction with
thermal magnons was considered in Ref. 17 in the rigid
domain-wall approximation. The rotation to the local quan-
tization axis related to the domain-wall magnetization direc-
tion was used in these papers. But the topological gauge field
related to the coordinate transformation was not introduced
there.
In this paper we present a gauge potential approach to
description of the spin-wave SW modes excited over arbi-
trary nonuniform slowly moving background magnetization
distribution M. It is shown that a coordinate transformation
to the local quantization axis directed along M allows intro-
ducing a topological gauge potential, which leads to M-SW
interaction even in the linear regime of small amplitude spin
excitations.
Let us consider a ferromagnetic body with a time-
dependent magnetization field Mr , t defined in the point r.
Assuming conservation of magnetization vector length M
=Ms it is convenient to introduce the reduced magnetization
m=M /Ms, m2=1. To describe M dynamics we use the La-
grangian  corresponding to the Landau-Lifshitz equation of
motion of m,
 = d3rr,t,  = Dm · m˙ − wm,m , 1
where Dm= Ms /1+m ·n−1nm is the vector poten-
tial related to the Dirac string in the direction of an arbitrary
unit vector n,18 the dot over symbol means derivative with
respect to time t, w is the magnetic energy density w
=Am2+wm+wH =x ,y ,z, wm=−Msm ·Hm /2 is the
magnetostatic energy density, wH=−Msm ·H is the Zeeman
energy density, A is the exchange stiffness, Hm and H are the
magnetostatic and external fields.
We distinguish two subsystems in the body: slowly mov-
ing magnetization e.g., a vortex or a domain wall, charac-
teristic time of motion is 10 ns plus fast magnetization
oscillations described as spin waves with period about of
0.1 ns and express magnetization as a sum m=m+ms of
the slow magnetization  and spin wave s contributions.
The SW length can be comparable with a characteristic size
of m nonuniformity. The damping of the spin excitations
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and corresponding transient spin dynamics are not consid-
ered here. We assume that the damping is small enough to
have well-defined spin excitations. Recalling the restriction
m2=1 the components of ms are the simplest in a moving
coordinate frame xyz, where the axis Oz is directed along
the instant local direction of m. Therefore, it is convenient
to consider dynamics of the fast s subsystem with the quan-
tization axis to be parallel to the slow -subsystem magneti-
zation m this is similar to adiabatic approximation used in
the spin momentum transfer model1 when the spins of con-
ductive s electrons can instantly follow the variable magne-
tization Mr , t direction of d electrons. Then, we perform a
rotation of the initial xyz coordinate system to the direction
of m. The corresponding 33 real rotation matrix
R ,	=expi	JzexpiJy is defined by the spherical
angles of m ,	, and ms components in new coordinate
system are ms=Rms, m= 0,0 ,1. Here J are the angular
momentum components for J=1 in the Cartesian basis rep-
resentation pure imaginary. To preserve Lagrangian 1 in
the same form after transformation m→m=Rm we need to
introduce covariant derivatives 
−A
 instead 
, where
A
 is a gauge vector potential the index 
=0, 1, 2, and 3
denotes the time and space coordinates x
= t, x, y, and z, and

= /x
. The A
 components are transformed as A

→A
 =RA
R−1+
R ·R−1. The term 
R ·R−1 has sense of
a topological contribution to the vector potential related to
the “inertial” moving frame xyz. We denote it as Aˆ 

=
R ·R−1 and put A
=0 in the laboratory coordinate system
xyz. Aˆ 
 acts on the SW magnetization and can be explicitly
represented by the time and spatial derivatives of the angles
 ,	 as
Aˆ 
 =  0 
	 − cos 	
− 
	 0 − sin 	

cos 	
 sin 	
 0
	 , 2
The skew-symmetric matrix of the operator Aˆ 
 can be
represented as Aˆ 
=A

Gˆ  by the generators Gˆ  of SO3
group of three-dimensional rotations, which are expressed in
the Cartesian basis as Gˆ =, ˆ is the unit antisym-
metric tensor, , , =x, y, and z. There is a simple equation
Aˆ 
m=A
m for arbitrary vector m due to definition of the
operator Aˆ 
, where A
= sin 	
 , −cos 	
 ,
−
	. The gauge vector potential Aˆ 
 defined by Eq. 2
introduces a “minimal” interaction between the  and s sub-
systems and can be applied to a wide class of problems re-
lated to excitation of the SW in the nonuniform magnetiza-
tion ground state. The first, kinetic, term of Lagrangian 1
can be written in the frame xyz as kin=D · m˙s−Aˆ 0ms,
where the term int=−D ·Aˆ 0ms corresponds to the dynamic
—SW interaction. The component Aˆ 0r , t is always impor-
tant for spin dynamics, but it was neglected in Refs. 19 and
20 because the authors considered only static m configura-
tions, where Aˆ  appear in the exchange energy terms related
to the spatial derivatives  /x. Moreover, in the case of
body sizesLe Le=
2A /Ms10 nm is the exchange
length, Aˆ 0 dominates over other components of Aˆ 
 because
all the exchange energy terms in the energy density w, Eq.
1, including the spatial derivatives can be neglected. The
exchange terms are proportional to the ratio Le /R2 R is
in-plane particle size and are very small for RLe. The
dependence on z coordinate can be neglected for thin mag-
netic elements. Whereas, the component Aˆ 0˙  ,	˙  deter-
mined by the magnetostatic fields is not, in general, small
˙  ,	˙  satisfy the Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion. This
situation is opposite to one in the theory of spin momentum
transfer, where the gauge interaction of spin-polarized cur-
rent with d-electrons spin texture is determined by the spatial
derivatives of magnetization.1,4
Lagrangian 1 then can be rewritten in the form =
+SW+int, where int=d3rint is the interaction term be-
tween the slowly moving nonuniform magnetization m we
briefly call such structure as “soliton” described by the La-
grangian  and spin waves, which are described by the
Lagrangian density SW=D ·m˙s−wms ,ms. There al-
ways exist some SW of a specific symmetry on the moving
soliton background, which strongly interact with the soliton
and renormalize their frequencies. From the other side, this
interaction results in appearing of the soliton dynamic mass,
soliton profile distortions, and eventually, increasing the SW
intensity the soliton velocity, leads to its dynamical insta-
bility, like the vortex-core reversal or the Walker instability
of moving domain walls.
To demonstrate how useful and powerful the approach
based on the potential Aˆ 
 is, we apply this formalism to the
problem of coupled vortex—SW motion in submicron size
cylindrical dots in the vortex state. Magnetic dot with the
vortex core possesses two qualitatively different kinds of
spin excitation modes: the lowest in frequency gyrotropic
mode GM, typically several 100 MHz localized near the
dot center9,21 and high-frequency several gigahertz spin
waves.9,10,22 The excited mainly outside the vortex-core SW
modes are described by integers n ,m, which indicate num-
ber of nodes in the dynamic magnetization along radial n
and azimuthal m directions. For in-plane magnetic driving
field the azimuthal SW and GM mode m=1 with non-
zero dipolar moments can be only excited.8,9,23 The azi-
muthal SW with m=1 having the same symmetry as the
vortex background GM are especially important because
they are responsible for the vortex-core distortion resulting
in the core switching.15
The component A

z
=−
	 of the vector A
 plays crucial
role in the dynamics, whereas the other components of A


, related to the vortex core the area where 
 /2, can be neglected in the main approximation. The
vector potential Aˆ 
 leads to essential renormalization of the
azimuthal SW spectra and appearance of a dynamical vortex
mass induced by the SW-vortex interaction. For typical dot
sizes the thickness L10 nm, the radius R500 nm in-
fluence of the exchange interaction on dynamics can be ne-
glected. We also assume that m does not depend on z coor-
dinate along the dot thickness L. The vortex magnetization
m , t=m ,Xt can be characterized by its core coor-
dinate X= X ,Y, velocity, etc., within the collective-variable
approach.21 The unperturbed vortex Lagrangian is X ,X˙ 
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= GX ·X˙ /2−WX, where WX is the energy of the vor-
tex shifted from its equilibrium position at X=0 H=0, G
= zˆ2pLMs / is the gyrovector,  is the gyromagnetic ratio,
zˆ is the unit vector perpendicular to the dot plane xOy, and p
is the vortex-core polarization.
To derive magnetic vortex and SW dynamics from the
Lagrangian  we use a quadratic approximation in small
spin excitation amplitudes and consider linear coupled equa-
tions of motion of the system “vortex+SW.” The vector
m , t = x ,y maps the xOy plane to the surface of unit
sphere m2=1. Therefore, we use the angular parameteriza-
tion for the dot m components, mz=cos , mx+ imy
=sin  expi	 in the xyz frame. Moving m , t is ex-
pressed by the angles  , t= , t+ , t, 	 , t
=	 , t+ , t, where the variables , 	 describe the
moving vortex m, and ms= mx
s
,my
s
,0=  , ,0 describes
SW excitations. The ms components are used in the form
 , t=ancosm−t,  , t=bnsinm−t,
where an, bn are the SW amplitudes, n=0,1 ,2 , . . ., m
=0,1,2, . . .,  , are the polar coordinates. Due to small
core size the contribution of the vortex-core region to m and
SW magnetization ms is also small. The dynamic vortex-SW
coupling induced by the component Aˆ 0 exists only for the
azimuthal modes with the indices m=1, which have the
same angular dependence as the vortex GM, and is consid-
ered below.
The SW Lagrangian density in our case is SW
= Ms /˙ +Msms ·Hm and the interaction Lagrangian den-
sity is the bilinear form int= Ms /sin 	˙  in the vortex
and SW excitation amplitudes. Note that int is reduced to the
form suggested by Slonczewski for infinite films.24 We get a
system of four coupled equations of motion: two integral
equations for the SW variables ,  neglecting the ex-
change interaction, and two differential ones for the vortex
variables X= X ,Y. The latter are reduced to the Thiele’s
equation with an extra force P˙ due to the SW field momen-
tum P= MsL /d2 sin 0X	,
G X˙ + XW = − P˙  , 3
while the former are
˙ = − Hm

, ˙ = Hm
z
−	˙ , 3
where Hm , t=Msd2Gˆ  ,ms , t is the dynamic
magnetostatic field, the kernel Gˆ =G , is the aver-
aged over thickness magnetostatic tensor,25  ,= , ,z, and
0 is the static vortex profile.
There is an essential contribution to the SW motion in Eq.
3 due to the variable vortex phase 	˙ =−A0z we note that
−	˙  / is z component of the dynamical vortex gyrofield,26
which is created by the moving vortex core. Spatial depen-
dence of Aˆ 0 is important and contributes to Eqs. 3 and 3.
	˙  can be calculated, for instance, by the vortex pole free
model21 to be 	˙ =m0X˙ sin −Y˙ cos , where m0
= 1−2 / is the radial profile of the vortex GM mode de-
fined in Ref. 22 within the standard spin-wave approach,  is
in units of R.
The spin eigenfrequencies/eigenfunctions in presence of
the vortex core can be found expressing the solution of the
equation for Xt, Eq. 3, via the s variables. Then the so-
lution of Eq. 3 is substituted to Eq. 3 forming the closed
system of equations for the spin-wave amplitudes
an ,bn. Excluding the variable  we get from Eq. 3
the inhomogeneous linear integral equation for  in the ap-
proximation =L /R1,
¨ −
M
2
4 d2G,,t
= MX˙ sin  − Y˙ cos F , 4
where M =4Ms, F=m,10
1dg ,m0, and
g ,=−dG , /4.25
To find radial parts of the SW variables  and  without
interaction with the vortex core 	˙ =0, Eq. 4 is reduced to
eigenvalue problem for the integral magnetostatic operator25
with kernel g , and a discrete set of
n ,m-magnetostatic eigenfunctions and corresponding SW
eigenfrequencies nm nm are proportional to L /R1/2 for
thin dots can be calculated. The eigenfrequencies are degen-
erated with respect to sign of m and are well above the gy-
rotropic eigenfrequency, 0.12
The inhomogeneous right-hand part of Eq. 4, where in-
tegration over the azimuthal angle  was performed, de-
pends explicitly on X˙ . As the first step, the inhomogeneous
vortex-core equation of motion, Eq. 3, for X and Y is
solved, i.e., its particular solution is represented via spin-
wave variables. The time derivatives of the vortex-core co-
ordinates X˙ ,Y˙ calculated from Eq. 3 are proportional to the
azimuthal index m, and, therefore, the right-hand side of Eq.
4 for the spin-wave variable  is also proportional to m.
This leads to splitting of the azimuthal SW eigenfrequncies
obtained as solution of Eq. 4 due to different signs of the
index m=+1 /−1 and yields the perturbed azimuthal SW fre-
quencies nm =n1+mn /2 m=1 and SW eigenmodes.
The frequency splitting is n= pIn
2n1
2 /2M, where In
=dm0an is the overlapping integral of the vortex
GM m0 and the unperturbed eigenmode an obtained
from solution of homogeneous Eq. 4, normalized to unit,
and n1 are the eigenvalues of the homogeneous Eq. 4. In
and n are especially large for the main SW mode n=0
reaching 1.6 and 2 GHz for =0.1, and they rapidly de-
crease with n increasing Fig. 1. That allows calculating the
splitting n for arbitrary n, whereas where only n=0 was
considered in Ref. 22. The calculated values 0
=1.11 GHz, 1=0.99 GHz for =0.048 with the param-
eters listed in Ref. 27 are in good agreement with the broad-
band ferromagnetic resonance measurements,23 where 0
=0.87 GHz, 1=0.80 GHz were detected for permalloy
dots with L=25 nm, R=518 nm. The SW mode spatial dis-
tributions and accuracy of the expression for n were
checked numerically.27 Three resonance peaks of the magne-
tization response to external in-plane variable field were ob-
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tained in the frequency range 0–12 GHz: at 0.48 GHz GM
and at 8.98 and 10.44 GHz, which correspond to the azi-
muthal SW n=0;m=1 traveling counterclockwise and
clockwise, respectively. From these simulations we extracted
the spatial distributions of the dynamic magnetization com-
ponent my
s  , t for selected times Fig. 2. The spatial dis-
tributions evidence essential difference between the m
=1 azimuthal SW modes due to strong hybridization with
GM: the low-frequency SW mode has radial profile with no
nodes and a peak close to the dot center, whereas the high-
frequency mode except the peak near the core has maximum
amplitude in the middle of the dot and a node. The presented
equation for n slightly overestimates the azimuthal SW
frequency splitting value, mainly due to neglecting an inter-
mode dynamical dipolar interaction. We note that the pre-
sented micromagnetic simulations including both the ex-
change and magnetostatic interactions for realistic dot sizes
L=10 nm and R=100 nm yield qualitatively similar re-
sults for the azimuthal spin-wave mode profiles with indices
m=+1 /−1 as compared with the calculated profiles in the
paper by Ivanov et al.,28 where an anisotropic exchange two-
dimensional 2D model was used. The exchange model28 is
not realistic for magnetic dots of finite thickness having the
considerable magnetostatic interaction. It is clear from the
profiles in Fig. 2 that the spin eigenmodes satisfy neither free
nor strong pinning boundary conditions at =R as it was
assumed in Ref. 28. The pinning is relatively weak and can
be calculated from Eq. 8 in Ref. 12.
From the other side, expressing the solution of the inho-
mogeneous SW equation of motion 4 via X and substitut-
ing it to int=P ·X˙ we get the formula int=MX˙ X˙  /2,
where M=M is the tensor of a vortex mass having the
diagonal components M =−L / 22d sin 0m0a. Solving
Eq. 4 we get a=−nInan in the limit 0n1. The
vortex mass has the simple form M =L / 22nIn
2 evidenc-
ing its dynamical origin M3 /2L /2 and is about
10−20 g, being comparable with the transverse domain-wall
mass 6.610−20 g measured in Ref. 29 or the vortex domain
wall mass 6.210−21 g measured in Ref. 30. All the azi-
muthal SW with the indices n ,m=1 contribute to M.
Therefore, the effective vortex Lagrangian is 
ef fX ,X˙ 
=MX˙ 2 /2+ GX ·X˙ /2−WX. It leads to the gyrotropic
frequency 0=01−0M / G, where the mass correction
is always negative for any form of the dependence 0.
The correction is relatively small at 1 but essentially
contributes to the deviations from the linear behavior
0 increasing  observed in Ref. 21. The mass con-
tribution to nonlinearity of the resulting function 0 is
approximately 2/3 of the nonlinearity of the function 0
itself. Accounting the expression M3 /2L /2, the gyro-
tropic frequency is 0=01−30 /M or using
explicitly the dependence 0 Ref. 12 it can be repre-
sented in the form 0=M5 /91−4 /3 at small 
0.2. The vortex kinetic-energy term the mass corresponds
to increase in the moving vortex energy increasing its veloc-
ity and can be interpreted as result of the dynamic vortex
profile distortion investigated in details in Refs. 26 and 31.
The vortex-core distortion due to self-induced gyrofield can
be represented as a result of the hybridization of the GM
with azimuthal SW and leads to the core polarization rever-
sal at a critical velocity. The corresponding instability field of
the reversal was calculated in the linear approximation on the
spin excitation amplitudes. All nonlinearities accounted nu-
merically in Ref. 31 did not change considerably the critical
parameters calculated from the linear approach using the
conception of the vortex-core critical velocity.
We note that the spin dynamics in the vortex ground state
was calculated within anisotropic Heisenberg exchange 2D
model the magnetic element thickness and magnetostatic
interaction is ignored in this model.28,32 The dynamical
character of the vortex mass, which is a property of the
whole system “vortex plus spin waves” was understood us-
ing this 2D model.28,32 But the anisotropic exchange 2D
model is not realistic for patterned magnetic nanostructures
with dominating magnetostatic interaction. For instance, the
FIG. 1. Color online Dependence of the spin-mode overlap-
ping integral In and azimuthal m=1 spin-wave frequency split-
ting n on the radial mode number n. The dot aspect ratio is 
=0.048, other parameters are as in Ref. 27.
FIG. 2. Color online The radial profiles of the main the radial
index n=0, m=1 azimuthal spin waves in the vortex state dot
with p=−1. The eigenmode frequencies are 0,+1 /2=8.98 GHz
and 0,−1 /2=10.44 GHz for the azimuthal indices m=+1 and m
=−1, respectively. Inset: snapshots of the dynamic
my
s
-magnetization component. The dot aspect ratio is =0.1, other
parameters are as in Ref. 27.
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vortex mass M proportional to the system in-plane size R
was calculated in Ref. 32 numerically from 2D Heisenberg
model. The mass M independent on the system sizes was
calculated in Ref. 28. Whereas the present calculation yields
the vortex mass proportional to the dot thickness L. Despite
of the small value of the vortex mass, there are some cases,
for instance, the vortex domain-wall resonance in
nanostripes29 and nanorings30 when M plays important role
in the dynamics.
The dynamic vortex-SW coupling int determined by the
time derivatives P˙ , 	˙  and expressed via In exists only for
the azimuthal SW modes with m=1 n is arbitrary. The
gauge potential Aˆ 0 generated by the moving vortex results in
the giant frequency splitting n of the degenerated azi-
muthal SW and explains naturally the experimental data.8,9,33
Removing the vortex core from the dot leads to disappear-
ance of the splitting9,33 proving importance of the core mo-
tion represented by the potential component A0z =−	˙ . The
gauge potential Aˆ 
 yields the significant interaction between
the  and s subsystems within the linear on spin excitation
amplitudes approximation.
In summary, a general approach to description of the
small SW excitations of a nonuniform moving magnetization
background was developed and applied to particular case of
the spin waves excited in the moving vortex state. The
slowly moving magnetization background influences the spin
waves via a topological gauge vector potential, which is rep-
resented by time and spatial derivatives of the nonuniform
magnetization. Increasing amplitude of the spin waves leads
to an instability of the background. The vortex-SW interac-
tion results in the giant SW frequency splitting as well as in
renormalization of the vortex background motion due to ap-
pearance of the vortex profile distortion and a finite vortex
mass. Other dynamic magnetic nanostructures, e.g., moving
domain walls in nanostripes nanorings can be considered
within the approach.
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